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The place, the city, our island. A concept from
which ideas start and return. Passing through the
inspiration of Belgian tradition, in order to colour
malts and hops with Sicilian notes.
The occasion? A meeting with Corrado Assenza
and his historical Caffè Sicilia in Noto: from affinity
to proposal. A highly perfumed invasion of plants,
spices and herbs combined with the
contamination of intuitions, suggestions and
research to reinterpret our “wit”.
Hence, immersed in a sensory garden of floral
combinations, we retraced the ancient tradition of
Northern Europe, adding colours and shades of
Sicily to classic coriander: basil, lemon peel, ginger
and Sicilian durum wheat flour Russello.
The wit blossomed in Trisca, a name recalling the
dialect word and its elementary meaning, which
pays homage to friendship, unity and
understanding.

SPECIAL LIGHT BEER
Blanche
Water, barley malt, wheat malt,
barley flakes, wheat, sugar, natural
aromas, hops, spices, yeast.
Contains gluten.
Top fermentation, refermented in the
bottle, not pasteurized, not filtered.
Natural sediment in the bottle.
5,0% vol.
Store in a cool and dry place
away from direct sunlight.
Fresh, elegant, delicately citrusy.
Appetizers, low-fat fish, mussels,
fish carpaccio, shellfish, raw fish
8°C
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GP: 12,50 - IBU: 8,85 - EBC: 11,20

Selling unit:

33 cl - 1 pack / 24 pz
75 cl - 1 pack / 12 pz

craft light beer
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—In the county of
Settebiddizzi the story is
passed down from a very
gallant King who married a
fascinating Lady in spring.
On a summer day, the couple
got a son, who didn’t excel in
beauty none. He had such an
ungraceful look in actual fact
that his mother suggested he
should novitiate.

beautiful inside
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But when, one day, the
enemy threatened the reign,
young Belcorno proved to be
a worthy heir and hold the
rein: armed with spears, with
crossbows throws, the real
crown of Trisca is shining
with is his horns—

